
V ISIT a British city centre on a Saturday 
night and a spectacle awaits: lurching 

revellers, rucked-up skirts and vomit-
splashed pavements. Politicians portray 
this disorderly carousing as a blight on 
society. The proposed solution-already 
approved in principle in Scotland and at 
discussion stage in England—is to make al
cohol more pricey. The British Isles have 
long been have been soaked in drink. Can 
a floor price sober them up? 

Britain is a little drier than it was a few 
years ago. Drinking has fallen since 2004, 
breaking a five-decade upward trend. 
More people are teetotal, the number of 
underage drinkers has shrunk and con
sumption by 16- to 24-year-olds is ebbing 
faster than in the overall population. 

But that still leaves a big group of heavy, 
troublesome drinkers. Bingeing—drinking 
at least twice the recommended daily l im
it—is rising. Alcohol was a factor in half of 
all violent offences in 2009-10, according to 
the British Crime Survey, and in more than 
1m hospital admissions, twice as many as 
in 2002-03. Chronic liver disease, which 
has been falling in France, Italy and Spain, 
has risen in Britain since the 1970s. 

This public-health nightmare partly re
flects deeply ingrained culture. Britons 
drink almost as regularly as Mediterra
neans but binge like Scandinavians (see 
chart). Women drink heavily in Britain, 
and more than they used to. But the Insti
tute of Alcohol Studies ( I A S ) , a think-tank, 

argues cost is another factor. It reckons al
cohol is 44% more affordable than it was in 
1980, because of rising disposable in
comes, industry consolidation and super
markets selling drink as a loss leader. 

Britain's plans are radical. On March 
14th the Scottish government voted to in
troduce a min imum price per unit of alco
hol; it w i l l fix the level in April and hopes 
to enact it in 2013. On March 23rd David 
Cameron, the prime minister, proposed 
the same for England and Wales. 

No other country has set a floor price 
for alcohol. But some Canadian states have 
made some or all drinks more expensive. 
They tend to witness a rapid drop in con
sumption, crime and hospital admissions 
as well as a fall in alcohol-related illnesses 

after two to four years, says Tim Stockwell 
of the University of Victoria. A University 
of Florida study of consumption in more 
than 30 countries found that a 10% price 
rise led to a 4.6% cut in drinking. 

Mr Cameron favours a min imum price 
of 4op (64 cents) per unit of a lcohol-
roughly the amount in a small glass of 
wine. That would affect nearly half of all 
booze on sale, reckons Andrew Leicester of 
the Institute for Fiscal Studies, a think-tank. 
It would particularly change the price of 
beer: some three-quarters of beer and la
ger sold in off-licences and supermarkets 
would become more costly. Young men 
and heavy drinkers consume a lot of beer, 
often the strongest varieties. 

But Mr Cameron cannot expect the 
plastered hordes to suddenly free up his 
health and crime budgets. People on the 
lowest incomes, who are most price-sensi
tive, are surprisingly abstemious anyway; 
those in rich parts of the country, such as 
the south-east, consume copiously (the 
poorer south-west does too). Wine-drink
ing has nearly doubled since 1991 while 
beer has fallen from favour. Yet wine, 
which is fairly expensive, w i l l be affected 
less than other drinks. For the same reason, 
alcohol bought in pubs and clubs w i l l rare
ly become more costly. 

The biggest impact of a price rise is like
ly to be on long-term harmful drinkers, 
reckons John Holmes, one member of a 
group at Sheffield University which mod
elled responses. Those who seek out cheap 
booze tend to be heavy drinkers who trade 
down to maintain their drinking level, 
drink at home and are likely to die early of 
alcohol-related illness. 

Katherine Brown of the I A S wants the 
min imum price to be sop per unit: "Alco
hol is not an ordinary commodity, it is a 
drug and should be treated as such." Even 
a 4op floor would save lives. But a high 
minimum price w i l l have an odd effect. 
Whereas other countries have raised 
prices through taxation, Mr Cameron's 
proposal would instead deliver an estimat
ed £850m yearly windfall to retailers and 
producers, reckons the I F S . The booze in
dustry ought to raise a glass to that. 
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